Creative Carnival of Cloud Creatures
Grade Pre-primary – Primary
What do you see in the clouds? Use your imagination to explore different shapes in the sky.

What you’ll learn:
•

•
•

Encouraging the thought and observation of the world
around us enhances the child’s sense of wellness and
connection to the world.
Promotes imagination and creativity by observing the
shapes and patterns.
Discussing one’s thoughts encourages verbal literacy,
descriptive skills, and creation of ideas

Curriculum outcomes:
Learners get chance to engage in pretend and fantasy play which encourages curiosity and
creativity

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

A cloud in the sky
A blanket or a rug if required
A pencil
Crayons & drawing supplies; enough to share
A piece of paper

This is an individual, outdoor activity, it can be done in outdoor spaces of the school,
home backyard, nearby park/trails. If you can't go outdoors, then a seat by the window where
kids could comfortably sit and relax.

What to Do:
•
•
•
•

•

Find a comfortable spot where your students can relax and lie down
Ask them to look at the sky and the clouds
Ask them the following questions, pausing long enough for them to think and
contribute an answer if they like:
” What can you see?”
o “Do you see a face, maybe a unicorn or a fairy tale castle, maybe a dolphin or a
fish?
o “What do you think clouds are making you think”
o “Can you make and tell us a story about the things you saw amongst the
clouds?
When you return to the classroom, provide some paper and crayons, and ask them to
draw the creatures they remember seeing in the sky.

Assessment:
●

Educator can ask the learner about their reflections on pictures and note if learners
are able to put their ideas into paper

Extension:
• Extend the learning by taking home your experience and further investigating what
stories clouds and shapes tells you or maybe what tales plants or flowers tells to you?

Credit/References:

This activity has been modified from Learning Through Landscapes.

